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Italia is the country of the different tastes and colorful ancient history! It is easy to fall in love with the

delightful food and traditions of Italy. This country is famous not only for the food but also by

legendary places that are worth to visit for everyone!The Italian dishes have fabulous taste and

unforgettable smell! All the meals are original and unrepeatable! If we talk about Italian desserts, it

is very difficult to forget the fluffy and melted taste of tiramisu or pannacotta. It looks like these

desserts are very easy to cook and everyone can do it.This book will open to you the huge world of

Italian cuisine Ã¢â‚¬â€œ extraordinary and sometimes spicy. Some of the recipes need special

preparations and some can be cooked by the beginners. This book will help you to cook the most

omnibus meal in easy and clear to understand way. Here are no any complicated directions and

unknown ingredients. Under the cover you will find 100 Top Italian Recipes

for:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢BreakfastÃ¢â‚¬Â¢PoultryÃ¢â‚¬Â¢MeatÃ¢â‚¬Â¢SeafoodÃ¢â‚¬Â¢SnacksÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Sid

esÃ¢â‚¬Â¢DessertsNever be scared to try something new even if you cannot cook something for

the first time Ã¢â‚¬â€œ try again and adjust the recipe for your own taste!Get your copy now!
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This is then followed by easy to understand recipes s. So if you want to make the antipasti there is

the recipe and what you will need right there. No one had to wonder what to make for me, no one

had to wonder what restaurant to take me to, there were no doubts about the way to my heart! I was

very concerned! (You would be, too!) Quite tentative in my approach. But in the end, it was one of

the most enjoyable renditions of lasagna I have ever had. This is quite exciting for a person whose

skills are arguably on the lower end of a very short totem pole.

I own many, many cookbooks and the majority of them are disappointing. The dishes never turn out

the way they are supposed to or they are so difficult and have so many ingredients that they are

impractical. This book is much different. I have made about a dozen recipes from the book and they

are super easy and taste fantastic. My husband and both daughters(5&14)have eaten everthing

with great gusto!!The recepies are easy to follow and 99% of the ingredients are easy to find even if

you don't live in a large metropolitan area.I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to

improve their knowledge of Italian cooking or to anyone who wants to simply enjoy the compliments

they are sure to get!

I always liked Italian dishes because of it's fabulous taste and unforgettable smell. Glad that all the

meals are original and unrepeatable, If we talk about Italian desserts, it is very difficult to forget the

fluffy and melted taste of tiramisu or pannacotta after all. It looks like these desserts are very easy to

cook and everyone can do it and that was the great part about it.

Some cookbooks only have a few good recipes but not this one! I feel like I want to try them all and

instructions are easy to follow too. Thought I would have trouble finding some of the ingredients in

my area but I didn't (exception was almond paste which I found on ). Some of my favorites are

Lemon Spaghetti, Bolognese, stuffed tomatoes, Chocolate Amaretti cake, stuffed peaches. My

daughter loves the pine nut cookies and ate nearly half the batch the first time I made them.

Love this cookbook so far. I have only made three things and all three were delicious. The Marinara

Sauce, which uses carrots, celery, onions, garlic, crushed tomatoes, salt and pepper, is fresh and

simple to make. The roasted potatoes with Herb Province, garlic, salt, pepper, and olive oil was

amazingly flavorful- it uses an assortment of baby potatoes. I really love it!



The book is very well written and it teaches very good techniques for cooking which gives more

flavor to the food. I have tried several of the recipes following the instructions as exactly as I could,

and I am not disappointed. I wanted to obtain results similar or equal to the dishes you have at

Italian restaurants. This is very good.

I like that the recipes are straightforward. Everyday Italian is stuff you can whip up in no time and

everything is very tasty. The author recommends a number of shortcuts in her book, which are very

handy. This cookbook makes me look like a professional and any cookbook that can make me look

like a professional is one I like.

Wow! This book is filled with great recipes, I am so happy that I got this cook book. The author

doesn't waste any time and gets right to the recipes. There are recipes for every meal and they are

concise and easy to follow. Well, I always like to try new recipes and I am glad to have this in my

collection. Love it!
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